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ABSTRACT 
Let X be a finite-dimensional complex Banach space. The set G of all isometries 
on X is a compact Lie group. Let G, be the identity component of C. Further, 
denote by K(X) the set of all Hermitian operators on X. It is shown that the space 
X(X) + i3c (X) is an algebra if and only if there exists a system of r orthogonal 
non-zero Hermitian idempotents on X, where T = rank Cc. An easy consequence of 
this theorem is a result of B. Schneider and R. E. L. Turner on matrices Hermitian 
for an absolute norm. 
INTRODUCTION 
Every isometry on a finite-dimensional Banach space X is an invertible 
operator. Hence the set G of all isometries on X is a group. Since I( U II= 1 for 
each V E G, this set is closed and bounded. It follows that G is a compact 
Lie group [l, p, 171. Denote by G, the identity component of G. G, is a 
compact connected invariant subgroup of G. The purpose of this paper is to 
study the connection between the structure of a finite-dimensional complex 
Banach space X and the structure of the corresponding group G of isome- 
tries. 
1. ISOMETRIES AND HERMITIAN OPERATORS 
Denote by ? (X) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex 
Banach space X. An element A E c(X) is called Hermitian if, for real t, 
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]]I+ itA]] < 1 + o(t) as t-+0, where I is the identity operator. The following 
properties of Hermitian operators are well known [8]: The set x(X) of all 
Hermitian operators on X is a real Banach space. The family { exp itA, t E R) 
is a one-parameter continuous group of isometries if and only if A E X(X). 
The spectrum of a Hermitian operator is real. If A,B E x(X), then i(AB- 
BA)E:K^(X). Let A EK(X), and let U he an invertible isometry on X. Then 
IJZ+itUAU-‘II=))Z+itA11=1+o(t), t-+0. Hence, UAW’E:x(X). 
A Hermitian idempotent will be called a projection. If P and Q are 
projections with the same range Y c X, then P= Q [4]. 
Every Hermitian operator A on a finite-dimensional Banach space X is 
diagonalizable. Hence, if hi,, . . , A, are the eigenvalues of A, and Pi,. . . , P, the 
corresponding spectral idempotents, we have A = C;= iXkPk. The same is true 
for an isometry U. If wi,..., q are the eigenvalues of U and P,,...,P, the 
corresponding idempotents, then ]c+]= 1, k = 1,2,. . . , r, and U = CL= 1 wkPk. 
DEFINITION. A closed subspace Y of a Banach space X is called a well 
embedded Hilbert subspace of X if Y is a Hilbert space in the norm 
inherited from X, and if there exists a subspace 2, complementary to Y, such 
that for each unitary operator U, on Y the operator U = U, G3 I,, where Iz is 
the identity on Z, is an isometry on X. 
If X is a Hilbert space, then each subspace Y of X is evidently a well 
embedded Hilbert subspace of X. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X, and let Z 
be the corresponding complement. The projection of X = Y CB Z onto Y is a 
Hermitian operator P. 
Proof. Since P is an idempotent operator, we have expitP= e”P+ (I - 
P). The first summand e”‘P, t ER, restricted to the subspace Y, is an 
isometry, and the restriction of I- P to Z is the identity I,. Since Y is well 
embedded in X, the operators expitP are isometries. Hence P is Hermitian. 
n 
LEMMA 2. The complementary subspace Z of a well embedded Hilbert 
subspace Y of X is uniquely determined. 
Proof. If X= Y 63 Z, = Y @ Z,, then the corresponding projections P, 
and Pz have the same range Y. It follows P, = Pz, i.e., Z, = Z,. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X = Y 03 Z, where Y and Z are closed subspaces of 
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X. Zf x E X, write x = y + x, y E Y, z E 2. Then Y is a well embedded Hilbert 
s&space of X ,if and only ifi 
(i) Y is a Hilbert space in the nom inherited from X, and 
(4 II4 = II Y + 41 = ~41 Y IL4 
Proof. Suppose Y is a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X. If y, y’ E Y 
have equal norms, I[ y II= 11 y’ll, then there exists a unitary operator U, on Y 
mapping y into y’, y’ = U,y. The direct sum U = U,$ I, is an isometry on 
X. Since U( y+z)=y’+z for every FEZ, we have 11 y+zjj=Il y’+z/). 
Hence, the norm of x = y + z depends only on z E 2 and on the norm II yI/ of 
y E Y, i.e., 11x11 = q(ll yII,z). 
Conversely, let Y be a Hilbert subspace of X, and let ((x(( = (( y+z(( = 
~(11 yl(,z), YE Y, FEZ. Take any unitary operator U, on Y. If U=U,@I,, 
then Ux=U(y+z)=Uyy+z. Since IIU,yll=Ilyll, we have /IUxll= 
~(ll~,Yll?,-)=dll ylL4= II4l* 7% ere ore, f U is an isometry and Y is a well 
embedded Hilbert subspace of X. n 
LEMMA 4. Let Y be a well embedded Hilbert subs-pace of X, and P the 
corresponding projection. Zf A, is any bounded linear operator on Y, and 
A=A,CBX(Z-P), XE(C, then ((A((=max(lJA,((,(XI). 
REMARK. Lemma 4 implies that PAP, A E c (X), and the restriction of 
PAP to the subspace Y have equal norms. Hence P E (X)P is isometrically 
isomorphic to l?(Y). 
P+oof. Since Y is a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X= Y @Z, we 
have 11 y+z)j=IJ-y+zll=II y-z/( for KEY, FEZ. It follows that /Ity+zll 
and 1) y + tzll are even functions of t. Since these functions are convex, they 
are increasing for t >O. Assume first that a= \lArll < 1x1. The norm of 
Ax = A, y + hz can be estimated as follows: 
IlAxlI = II&y +hll = 1111 YII-~IIA,YII Y +hl[ 
(The second equality follows from the fact that 1) y+zll= II y’+zll if 11 yJI 
= /) ~‘11, y, y’ E Y.) If LY > lhl, and ]hj =A8 with IO/= 1, we have 
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Hence, llA~ll/ll II x <max(]]AY]],]x]). On the other hand, it is trivial that 
i]A]] > max(]]A,]], IX]). This proves Lemma 4. w 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 62 and ?% be complex Banach algebras with unit 1. 
If @ is a C*-algebra, and if there exists a linear map cp of @ onto 9 
satisfying 
(i) v(l)= 1, (ii) Ilcp(x)Il G IlxIL 
then Ta is a F-algebra. 
Proof, If a = a* E 62, then 111-F itall < 1+ o(t) for real t-+0. It follows 
))l+ i@(a)11 = ]Jrp(l+ ita)// < )I1 + ital) < l+ o(t). Hence, p(a) is a Hermitian 
element of $6, rp(a)E 3c( ?iJ ). Since q is onto, we have 3 = %(a )+ 
i X (3 ). Therefore, by Vidav-Palmer theorem [3], 3 is a C*-algebra. n 
PROPOSITION 6. Y is a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X if and only 
if there exists an idempotent P E e(X) with the range Y such that the set 
% ={PAP+X(Z-P), AE C(X), AEC} is a C*-algebra. 
Proof. Let Y be a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X, and let P be 
the corresponding projection. By the Remark to Lemma 4, the algebra 
P c (X)P is isometrically isomorphic to c(Y). Since Y is a Hilbert space, 
C(Y) is a C*-algebra. Hence, by Lemma 4, 3 = P C (X)P@G(Z- P) is a 
C*-algebra. 
Conversely, let P be an idempotent with the range Y, and let % 
= P c (X)P@G(Z- P) be a C*-algebra. P is a projection in ‘% (i.e., P* = P). 
In fact, we have P* = V+ (Y(Z- P) for some V E P !? (X)P and (Y EC. It 
follows that PP* = P*P= V. Hence (PP* - P)(PP* - P)* =O; thus P= PP* 
= P*. This implies that P !?, (X)P= P $8 P is also a C*-algebra. The restriction 
to the subspace Y is a norm decreasing isomorphism of P e (X)P onto I? (Y). 
Hence, by Proposition 5, e (Y) is a C*-algebra. It follows that Y is a Hilbert 
space ([S], or [2, Theorem 4.51). Let U, be any unitary operator on Y. Then 
there exists a self-adjoint operator A, E C(Y) such that Ur=expiA,. If 
A=A,@O,, then AEPC(X)P and A*=A. Hence U=expiA= U,@Zx (2 
being the range of I- P) is a unitary operator of 9 . Thus U is an isometry 
on X. It follows that Y is a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X. n 
Let @ = X(X) + ix(X). The set & is a closed complex subspace of 
C(X) [31. 
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COROLLARY. Zf Q = x(x)+ix(x) isanalgebraundifP~C(X)isa 
projection such that P QP= P C (X)P, then Y = PX is a well embedded 
Hilbert subspace of X. 
Proof If @ = %(X)+i%(X) 1s an algebra, then, being closed, it is a 
Banach algebra. Hence, by the Vidav-Palmer theorem, @ is a C*-algebra. 
Since P&P=Pc(X)P, the set ??I =Pc(X)P@c(Z-P) is a C*-subalgebra 
of 8 . It follows, by Proposition 6, that Y = PX is a well embedded Hilbert 
subspace of X. n 
2. THE GROUP G, AND THE SPACE & = ‘3c (X) + i%(X) 
A compact comrected Lie group G has a maximal toral subgroup. All 
such subgroups are conjugate to one another. The dimension r of a maximal 
toral subgroup is called the rank of the group G. Every element of G and 
every continuous one-parameter subgroup of G belong to at least one such 
subgroup [ 11. 
The set & = %(X)+iX(X), w h ere X is a Banach space, need not be an 
algebra. For example, Q is not an algebra if X is the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space. The question arises, when ti is 
an algebra. We shall give an answer if X is finite-dimensional. In this case @, 
is an algebra if and only if every Hermitian operator A is a linear combina- 
tion of projections. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be u finite-dimensioncll complex Bnnach space, G 
the corresponding group of isornetries, and G, the identity component of G. 
The set d = :ii(X) + i:?i(X) ‘s 1 an cdgehru if und only if there exists in I_‘(X) 
(I system of r mutually orthogonal non-zero projections, where r = rank G,. 
Proof. Suppose @ is an algebra, hence a C*-algebra. Since & is 
finite-dimensional, every self-adjoint element A E Q can be written in the 
form A = x.S, = 1 X,P,, where P,, . . . , P, E Q are orthogonal non-zero projections 
with the sum I. Let T be a maximal toral subgroup of G,, and let r be the 
dimension of T. The set of all infinitesimal generators of one-dimensional 
continuous subgroups of T (this set is the Lie algebra of T) contains a system 
{iA 1,. . . , iA,) of r linearly independent elements, where {Ak} are commuting 
Hermitian operators. Hence, there exist orthogonal non-zero projections 
P 1,. . . , P, such that each A, is a linear combination of { Pk}. The set { Ak} 
being linearly independent, we have r < s. On the other hand, the family 
{expi(t,P,+ f.. + t,P,), t,,..., t, E R} is a toral group of isometries of dimen- 
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sion s. Hence s < r. It follows that s = r. Therefore, the algebra & contains r 
orthogonal non-zero projections P,, . . . , P,. 
Conversely, let us assume that there exists a set (P,, . . . ,I’,} of r or- 
thogonal non-zero projections, where r = rankGO. The family Z’, = 
{expi(t,P, + . . . + t,P,)} is a maximal toral subgroup of G,. Each one-di- 
mensional continuous subgroup of T,, is of the form {expitA}, where the 
Hermitian operator A is a real linear combination of {Pk}. Now, let B be any 
Hermitian operator. The subgroup {exp itB } belongs to a maximal toral 
subgroup T of G,. Since all maximal tori are conjugate, there exists a U E G, 
such that UTU -’ = To. The subgroup { expitB } c T is mapped onto the 
subgroup { U (exp itZ3) U - ‘} c To with the generator iUBU - ‘. Hence 
UBU-‘=Z;=,A,P,, where the hk are real. It follows that B=Z\+XkQk, 
where Qk = U +P,JJ, k=1,2 ,.a., r, are orthogonal projections with the sum 
I. This implies that all the powers B” = Zi= ,XTQk are Hermitian operators. 
In particular, the square of each element in x (X) belongs to x (X). 
If B and C are Hermitian, then B2, C2, (B+C)2= B2+C2+(BC+CB) 
are Hermitian. Hence BC+ CB 6 x(X). Now BC= .$(BC+ CB)+ i(BC- 
CB) and BC-CB EiX(X) imply BCE %(X)+iX(X)= &. Thus the 
space @, being closed under multiplication, is an algebra. This proves 
Theorem 7. n 
Let 93 be a subalgebra of e(X) containing the identity I, and let $ti be a 
C*-algebra in the norm inherited from E(X). Then we have B c & [7]. In 
fact, let A be a self-adjoint element of i% . If t E R, then exp itA is a unitary 
operator of 9 , i.e., an isometry on X. It follows that A E x(X). Since every 
element in % is of the form A + iB with self-adjoint A and B, we have 
3 c@. 
The set of all unitary operators of 3 is a group of isometries on the 
space X. Since each unitary U E 5% may be written as U= exp IA, where 
A E ??I is self-adjoin& it follows that U belongs to the one-parameter 
subgroup { exp itA}. This implies that the unitary group of % belongs to the 
connected component G,. 
Since ‘21 is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, there exist central projec- 
tions P,, . . . , Pi=?% withthesumzsuchthat 3 =P,‘%3~~~@Pj’%,where 
each summand Pk% is a factor, i.e., it is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra 
over the field 6. The space X can be decomposed into X = X, @ + . . @Xi, 
where X, = PkX. Each A EP~??I may be regarded as an operator acting in 
the subspace X,. 
Consider first the case i = 1. Since % is now a factor of type I, there 
exists a system {E,,..., E,} of mutually equivalent orthogonal minimal 
projections with the sum I. The algebra E,%EE, is isomorphic to the field Q; 
of complex numbers. Hence, the dimension of ?% is equal to p2. Let V, E % , 
k=1,2,..., p, be such that V$V,= E,, V,V$=E,. Then V,EE~%E~. The 
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orthogonality of E, and E,., i $1 k, implies Vi” V, = 0. Let Yk = EkX be the 
range space of Ek. Then X= Y,@ . . . @ Yp. The operator V, maps Y, 
isometrically onto Y,, and Vl maps Y, onto Y,. This is seen as follows: Take 
any vector XE Y,, and put y= V,x=E,v,r~ Yk. We have V,“y= V,“V,x 
= E,x=r. Since IlV,ll=IIV,*(( =I, this implies 11 yII=I]xIl. Hence V, is a 
partial isometry. It follows that Y,, . . . , Yp have the same dimension 9. The 
dimension of X is then n = pq. 
Take any A E % . Since VTAV, E E, ??I E,, we have y*AV, = aikE,, aik E 
cc. Hence, to each A E ?% there corresponds a p X p matrix (Q). Conversely, 
if (Q) is any p X p matrix, then A = C LQ Vi Vc is the associated element in 
93 * 
Let e = e,, Ijell = 1, be any vector of Y,. Put ek = V,e E Y,, k= 1,2,. . . ,p. 
Since V, is a partial isometry, we have (( e,/l = 1. Denote by 2 the subspace 
spanned by e,, . . . , er,. The operator A = Coik Vi V$ maps x = C&ei E Z into 
Hence Z is an invariant subspace for ?i?~ . The equality dim Z = p implies that 
the algebra 3 is isomorphic to C(Z). We obtain this isomorphism if we 
restrict the operators from 3 to the subspace Z. Since this map is norm 
decreasing, C (2) is a C*-algebra by Proposition 5. Thus Z is a Hilbert space. 
Choose a basis {e’ , . . . ,e9) in the subspace Y,. To each ei there is 
associated a p-dimensional Hilbert subspace Zi spanned by the vectors 
{ vre’ ,...,Vpei). Then X=Z,+... + Z9, Since dimX = pq, this is a direct 
sum. 
If i > 1, then X is a direct sum of the subspaces X, = PkX, k = 1,2,. . . ,i, 
where Pk is a central projection of % such that Pk% is a factor. Each X, can 
be decomposed into a direct sum of Hilbert subspaces. Thus we have 
proved: 
THEOREM 8. Let 91 cl?(X) b e a F-algebra containing the identity I. 
Let P 1,. . . , Pi be central projections of % with the sum I such that each Pk $3 
is a factor, and let X = X, (33. . . @Xi, where X, = PkX. lf the dimension of 
Pk 93 is pt, then X, is a direct sum of Hilbert subspaces of dimension p,. 
Let us consider more closely the case 3 = & . Since every infinitesimal 
generator of the group G, belongs to @, and each element of G, belongs to 
at least one one-dimensional subgroup, it follows that in this case the group 
G, coincides with the group of unitary operators in the C*-algebra 63. 
Let U be any isometry on X. Since A E :x(X) implies UAU -I E :x(X), 
we have U6! U - ’ = &. If P E C? is a central projection, then so is UPU -‘. In 
particular, if P,& is a factor, then UP, U -‘c? is also a factor. Hence 
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iJP,U-‘=P,,, for some index mE{1,2,...,j}. Therefore, the map Pk 
I-+ UP, U - ’ is a permutation of the set {P,, . . . , Pi}. 
3. THE CASE dim X = rank G, 
The rank r‘of a maximal toral subgroup T of G, is < dimX. In fact, there 
exists a system { iA,, . . . , iA,} of r linearly independent infinitesimal gener- 
ators of T. Since {Ak} is a set of commuting Hermitian operators, there exist 
orthogonal idempotents E,, . . . , ES, s > r, such that each A, is a real linear 
combination of { Ek}. But there are at most n = dim X mutually orthogonal 
non-zero idempotents. Hence r < n. 
Let us consider the case r= n. Since the linearly independent operators 
A i,. . .,A,, are real linear combinations of E,, , . .,E,, it follows that s= n. 
‘Moreover, each Ek is a real linear combination of the Hermitian operators 
A i, . . . ,A,. Thus Ek are projections (Hermitian idempotents). The existence of 
n = rank G, orthogonal non-zero projections E,, . . . , E,, implies that & 
= X(X) + i ?lC (X) is an algebra. 
The range spaces of E, are evidently one-dimensional. Let us choose in X 
a basis consisting of unit vectors e,, . . . , e, such that E,e, = e,, k = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
The operator 
U=expi(t,E,+ *. 1 + t,E,,) = e"IE,+ . .. +e’LE,,, 
where tk are real numbers, is an isometry. If x= C&ek is any vector of X, 
then Ux=ZeeiQ&eek. Since /I Uxlj = IIxII, and tk are arbitrary real numbers, we 
conclude that the norm of x depends only on [[iI,. . . , I[,/. Hence it is an 
absolute norm in this basis. 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a basis in X consisting of unit 
vectors ei,. . . , e,, such that the norm of x = Z.&ek depends only on Iti\, . . . , I&\. 
Define linear operators E,, . . , ,E,, by Eiek = &e,, i, k = 1,2,. . . ,n. Evidently, 
Ek are orthogonal idempotents with the sum I. Since the norm is absolute, it 
follows that the operator expi( t,E, + - . . + t,E,) = Ze”&E, is an isometry for 
real numbers tk. Hence E,, . . . , E, are Hermitian projections, and there exists 
an n-dimensional toral subgroup of isometries. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 9. The rank of G, is equal to the dimension of X if and only 
if there exists a basis {e,, . . . , e,} of X such that the norm of xEX is an 
absolute norm in this basis. In this case the set 6! = ‘x(X) + ix(X) is an 
algebra. 
If we apply the results of the previous sections to the case rankGo= n 
= dim X, we obtain the following theorem, first proved by H. Schneider and 
R. E. L. Turner [6]: 
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THEOREM 10. If rank G, = dim X, then X is u direct sum of well 
embedded Hilbert subs-paces X,, . , . ,Xi. 
An operator U E c (X) is an isometry belonging to G, if and only if U is 
a direct sum of unitary operators on Xi,. . . , Xi. 
An operator A E c(X) is Hermitian if and only if it is a direct sum of 
self-adjoint operators on X,, . . . , Xi. 
Any isometry U E G is of the form U = U,,?? , where U,,E G,, and ?? is 
an isometry which acts as a permutation on the basic vectors e,, . . . , e,. 
Proof Since rankG,=dimX=n, the set &? = ‘3c(X)+i%(X) is a C*- 
algebra. Write @ = C i = I Pk 62, where { Pk} are central orthogonal projections 
and each Pk & is a factor. Let E,, . . . , E, be a system of orthogonal non-zero 
projections with the sum I. The range space of each Ek is one-dimensional. 
Therefore, the minimal projections of P,@ are one-dimensional too. This 
implies Pk @ = Pk C (X)P,. Thus, by the Corollary to Proposition 6, each 
X, = PkX is a well embedded Hilbert subspace of X, and X = Xi@ * . . @Xi. 
Every isometry U E G, belongs to @ . Write U = P, U + . . . + Pi U. Since 
the summand PkU is a unitary operator of Pk W, its restriction to the 
subspace X, is a unitary operator on X,. 
Conversely, if U,, . . . , Ui are arbitrary unitary operators on the subspaces 
X i,. . . ,Xj, respectively, then U,@ . * . @ Ui is an isometry on X, since X is the 
direct sum of well embedded Hilbert subspaces X,. 
Let A E W be Hermitian. Write A = P,A + . . . + PiA. The restriction of 
P,A to the subspace X, is a self-adjoint operator on X,. 
Conversely, if A,, . . . , Ai are self-adjoint operators on X,, . . .,Xi, respec- 
tively, then, for real t, expitAk is a unitary operator on X,, and expit- 
(A,@. - - @Ai)=(expitA,)Cf3*. . @(expitAi) is an isometry on X. It follows 
that A=A,@..* @Ai is Hermitian. 
Let (e,,..., e,} be the basis of X corresponding to a system of orthogonal 
non-zero projections E,, . . . , E,,. Since Pk is central in & , the product PkEi is a 
one-dimensional projection or zero. We have P&E, = Ei if e, E X, = PkX, and 
PkEi = 0 if e, E X,. Hence the set {e,, . . . , e,} consists exactly of orthogonal 
bases of all subspaces Xi,. . . , Xi. Let { ekl,. . . , ek,), k = 1,2,. . . , j, be the basis 
of X,, where each e, is one of the vectors e,, . (. , e,,. 
Now, take any isometry U on X. We know that the map Pk I+ CJP, U - ’ is 
a permutation of the set {P,, . . , P,}. If UP, U _ ’ = Pk for each k, then Pk U is 
an isometry on the subspaces ,U,, and U belongs to G,. 
If UP, U -I = P,, then dimX,,, = dim X,. U maps the subspace X, onto X,,, 
and the basis { ekl,. . . , ekr} of X, onto an orthogonal basis { fi, . . . , f,} of X,,,. A 
suitably chosen unitary operator on X, maps the basis {e,,, . . . , e,,} of X, 
onto ( fi,.. .,fr}. It follows that U may be written as U= Ue!?, where U, is 
an isometry leaving invariant each X,; hence U,, E G,, and ?i’ is an isometry 
acting on the vectors { ek} as a permutation. This permutation <.‘? maps the 
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basis {e&) of Xk onto the basis {e,} of the corresponding subspace X,. This 
proves Theorem 10. n 
If all X, have different dimensions, then the only possibility is 9 = 2. 
Hence the group G of isometries is connected in this case. 
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